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Industrial Recruiting on Campus

Engineers and some scientists are in short supply, and their recruitment by industry has been intense. This has led to large differentials in the salaries offered to graduating seniors in the various disciplines and to departures from campus of graduate students and professors. The demand is likely to continue throughout this decade. The current shortage is especially acute for chemical, electrical, mechanical, and petroleum engineers. It also affects computer scientists, solid state physicists, geologists and geophysicists, and chemists. An imbalance between supply and demand came about as the result of a number of factors. For nearly a decade centered around the early 1970's, the number of engineers produced was at a cyclical low. Daniel Drucker, dean of engineering at the University of Illinois, attributes part of the low to attitudes induced in precollege students by the Vietnam war. These effects have worn off and many top students are opting for engineering, but a substantial deficit in graduates remains at a time when many new positions are being created.

Today, much of the capital stock of this country is obsolete. It is energy inefficient or does not utilize advances in electronics and computers. Although there is now a petroleum glut, the excess supply is temporary. Great synthetic fuels complexes will be created. Replacements for present petrochemical processes will be devised and built. Computers will have a vastly expanded role in design and manufacturing. This will contribute to better quality control—a function that will itself absorb a large force of engineers. Applications of computers and electronics will become ubiquitous and will require the talents of many engineers.

Through conversations with people on campuses and in industry, much anecdotal evidence can be obtained about the extent and nature of the unsatisfied demand for engineers and scientists. One can encounter talk of some companies being able to fill less than one-fifth of their openings. However, one of the best kinds of semiquantitative evidence is the salary survey report issued by the College Placement Council. The most recent report covers the period 1 September 1980 to 12 June 1981, and includes 62,835 bachelor's offers submitted by the 184 placement officers at the 161 participating institutions. Engineers, who constituted about 8 percent of the graduating class, received 65 percent of the bids. In contrast, graduates in the humanities and social sciences, although more numerous than the engineers, received only 4 percent of the total. Examples of average monthly salary offers to bachelor's degree candidates in July 1981 are: petroleum engineers, $2221; chemical engineers, $2030; electrical engineers, $1882; computer scientists, $1726; chemists, $1637; and humanists, $1204. Offers to the most desired new baccalaureate engineers amounted to $2500 a month or more. In many instances, these salaries have been larger than those of some of their professors. Assistant professors at leading universities typically receive $20,000 to $22,000 for 9 months; only about half of them manage to obtain an additional 2 months' salary from other sources. Industrial salaries for new Ph.D.'s are in the vicinity of $35,000 a year and above. Professors are also being recruited at large salaries and occasionally extra benefits in the form of equity participation. Some 2000 faculty positions are unfilled in engineering schools. They will not be readily filled without distortion of campus salaries.

The current efforts to recruit engineering talent are not a short-term phenomenon. The time constant of the educational system is more than 4 years. Shortages are now being partially met by hiring chemists, geologists, and physicists for positions formerly filled by engineers. This is increasing their salaries and causing many to forgo graduate school. Professors complain about the lack of quality of the comparatively few U.S. citizens who now choose to go on for higher degrees. We are only witnessing the beginning of a complex set of problems and interrelationships for which no quick cure will avail.—PHILIP H. ABELSON